All in and out of warranty items returned must be accompanied by a completed repair form, which can be found at http://www.heilsound.com/pro/repairs/index.php
Heil Sound, Ltd. warrants these products to the original purchaser for a period of
one year parts and 90 days labor from the date of purchase. It does not cover accidental or intentional damage. Heil Sound, Ltd. is not responsible for loss, damage
or expenses that arise from the use or the inability to use this product.
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Thanks from the Heil Sound gang in Fairview Heights, IL.
Working hard to earn your respect.

Heil Sound, Ltd.
5800 North Illinois Fairview Heights, IL 62208
618.257.3000 (phone) 618.257.3001 (fax)
info@heilsound.com
A professional headphone with exceptional articulation and clarity, beautiful
sonic accuracy in a closed back, lightweight headset for monitoring in recording
and broadcast studios, podcasting and computer outputs.

www.heilsound.com

PRO SET 3
Heil Pro Set 3 (Headphones)
The moment you slip on a pair of Heil Pro Set 3 headphones, you will
notice they are incredibly comfortable. The Pro Set 3 is a circumaural,
closed-back design (which passively isolates external noise), so you notice
how quiet they are. When the music or sound source comes on, you will
experience total emersion into sonic heaven. The Pro Set 3 headphones
gently hug your head, and encompass your ears with extremely soft padded cushions, which also serve to attenuate external sounds, and provide
a better listening experience inside.
Every detail to increase comfort, including the adjustable (heavily cushioned), headband has been meticulously engineered into the design of
the Pro Set 3 headphones.
With the Pro Set 3 headphones, any sound (be it a classical symphony, the
human voice in speech or song, or a rock band in high gear), will sound as
if it is live, and you are “right there being personally entertained”.
Heil Sound chose the closed-back design so that passive acoustical noise
reduction would allow the natural sound to come through uninhibited.
The frequency range (10Hz to 22 kHz), comes through 40mm neodymium
magnets driving the speaker coils producing a most natural, and balanced
listening experience every time.

TYPE

Closed-back dynamic

DRIVER DIAMETER

40 mm

MAGNET

Neodymium

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

10 - 22,000 Hz

MAXIMUM INPUT

1,000 mW

SENSITIVITY

102 dB

IMPEDANCE

32 ohms

WEIGHT

198 g (7 oz)

Includes: Coiled cord (3mm x 3 meter with 1/8” gold plated plug for DJ)
Straight cord (3mm x 1.8 meter with 1/8” gold plated plug for Music
Straight cord (3mm x 1.8 meter with 1/8” gold plated plug for iPod/iPhone
1/8” to 1/4” gold plated adapter

Best of all, Heil realizes that your needs include the ability to use the Pro
Set 3 with iPhones and iPads, as well as amateur radio, PA boards, and recording studio settings, so included are multiple cables and the appropriate end-connections to facilitate all the versatility you have come to know
and expect from Heil Sound Ltd.
You can add an optional custom carrying case (Bag-1) for your Pro Set 3
headphones. If you’re on the go, this is a nice option to consider.

In order to lock your selected cable into the Pro Set 3 you
simply insert and twist to lock.

